


OutlineOutline
The magnetic field as a navigational The magnetic field as a navigational 
cue.cue.

How salmon and trout might use the How salmon and trout might use the 
magnetic field at different lifemagnetic field at different life--stages.stages.

How understanding the mechanisms of How understanding the mechanisms of 
navigation could improve fisheries navigation could improve fisheries 
management and conservation.management and conservation.

Questions from the audience.Questions from the audience.



The earthThe earth’’s magnetic fields magnetic field



Compass / polarity informationCompass / polarity information



Inclination AngleInclination Angle

Lohmann et al. 2007

IntensityIntensity

Stefan Maus 2006

Positional (map) informationPositional (map) information



Positional (map) informationPositional (map) information



Navigational tasks of salmon at Navigational tasks of salmon at 
different lifedifferent life--stagesstages

Stay in gravel

Swim up from gravel

Find oceanic 
foraging grounds

Return to river 
from sea

Return to 
natal site in 

stream

Find the ocean



Which way is down?Which way is down?



Which way is down?Which way is down?

Orientation along field lines 
would provide mechanism 
for up/down movement
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Coil Construction (not to scale)
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How do fish know which way to swim How do fish know which way to swim 
when in different oceanic locations?when in different oceanic locations?

Proposed oceanic migration of steelhead (Light et al. 1989)



BicoordinateBicoordinate magnetic map based magnetic map based 
on intensity and inclination angleon intensity and inclination angle



Inherited magnetic map in North Atlantic Inherited magnetic map in North Atlantic 
loggerhead hatchling sea turtlesloggerhead hatchling sea turtles

Lohmann, Putman, & Lohmann,  2012
Current Opinion in Neurobiology
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How do mature fish find their way back How do mature fish find their way back 
to their natal river?to their natal river?

Homing of Sockeye Salmon to Fraser River, B.C. Groot & Quinn 1987



Magnetic imprinting hypothesis of natal homingMagnetic imprinting hypothesis of natal homing



Juvenile green turtles assess latitudinal Juvenile green turtles assess latitudinal 
position using the earthposition using the earth’’s magnetic fields magnetic field

Lohmann et al. 2004, Nature



Why mechanisms matterWhy mechanisms matter

Provide hatchery fish with appropriate Provide hatchery fish with appropriate 
sensory cues during rearing.sensory cues during rearing.



Why mechanisms matterWhy mechanisms matter

Better understand causes and patterns of Better understand causes and patterns of 
straying.straying.

Crustal magnetic anomalies



Why mechanisms matterWhy mechanisms matter
Predict oceanic movements and homing Predict oceanic movements and homing 
precision of wild/hatchery fishes.precision of wild/hatchery fishes.
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Sockeye salmon migrating north
around Vancouver Island
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Characterization of magnetic field and possible Characterization of magnetic field and possible 
structure of magnetitestructure of magnetite--based receptorsbased receptors
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